Still a Long Way to Go After 64 Years
1.

The June 24, 1932 (2475) Revolution was staqed in the name of democracy, but 64
years after the historic event Thai politics still has a long way to qo before it can be
called

truly

democratic.

2 . What has been achieved so far k largely symbolic. Governments survive because
they command a majority vote in Parliament, not because of their administrative
skills and devotion to society.
3.

Since the last coup was staqed on February 23, 1991 (2534) followed by the Black
May incident a year later, the parliamentary system has taken root.

But the

politically attentive public teem not to be satisfied with the government they have.
4.

The fundamental problem of Thai politics--both under military and elected civilian
regimes--is that those in power do truly represent the people’s interests.

5.

In the first four decades after the June 24, 1932, event, Thai politics was plaqued
with violence and conflicts between the reformist group and the conservatives who
largely

6.

consisted

of

royalists

and

aristocrats.

Coups and coup attempts were not uncommon, and military governments were i n
power until the October 14, 1973 (2516) incident, which brouqht down the ThanomPrapass

7.

dictatorial

regime.

Since the military came to power through use of force, they M the people’s
demands, and ran the country according to their acquainted dictatorial style rather
than using compromise and allowing mass participation.

6 . There was no check-and-balance system under military-run governments, which only
u to corruption. Needless to say, public discontent drew as the military &&I on to
power.
9.

But elected civilian governments & their own problems. The biggest problem k
that they cannot fulfill their promises made to the electorate.
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10.

Maybe the promises are too difficult to fultil. or the politicians themselves do not
$& their promises seriously. Their true intention in entering politics might be to
make personal gain in the first place, and serving the pubtic k of secondary
importance.

11. Many politicians e willing to spend huge sums of money ca?npaigning in an
election, or m their ways into Parliament because they w they can gain honour
and privileges once they have assumed public office.
12. Huge sums of money were reportedly spent in the July 2, 1995 general election,
which have rise to the coalition government of prime Minister Banharn Silpa-archa.
Because the election followed a big land reform scandal that brouqht down the
Chuan Leekpai government, members of the public pinned their hopes on Banharn
to bring good and capable men into his Cabinet
13. Crisis and solutions: It may be said that Thai politics b in crisis. It can neither
find well-qualified persons to run the country’s affairs, nor a good system to control
the

politicians.

14. Thai politics is becominq

a commercial enterprise where people invest their money

and seek personal gain out of it.
15. How can we have a government that & effective, not corrupt and democratic?
There @ no easy answer.
16. Some suggest

amending the electoral system by introducing proportion

representation. Some w the prime minister should be directly elected to separate
the executive from the legislative branch.
17. Some call for abolition of regulations that force parliamentary candidates to join a
political party, and political parties to field candidates as many as one-quarter of the
total number of MPs in the Lower House.
18. Perhaps we can learn from other countries as well. In the United States, people
choose a party candidate in an election through a system of primary elections.
There>

a national convention for a political party to choose its presidential
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candidate. States and local governing units manage their own affairs. By doing
so, the political system is able to meet the people’s needs and demands.
19. In England, representation is strengthened through mass political parties; that k.
political parties represent the general masses in controlling the legislative and
executive

branches.

parliamentarians

and

In addition,
the

strong interest groups exist

to lobby

government.

20. Thus, England’s politics & more susceptible and sensitive to the people’s needs and
demands.
21. In Canada, there? a strong party system and political decentralisation.

These

measures, along with referendums, are designed to make the political system more :
responsive to the people’s needs.
22. It Fmay be wise for Thailand to adopt someo of the above-mentioned measures.

r

example, a primary or a national convention may be adopted by political parties to
select their parliamentary candidates instead of keeping the selection power in the
hands of the party chief or executive board.

1
,

23. A strong local government system may be set up to allow more pOpUii,r
participation in local affairs. There should be a strong mass party system as wt;, 1
as interest groups and associations to oversee the people’s interests

R?0p;..

should be allowed to express their opinions through a referendum or a public
hearing.
24. Because such measures are seldom used in Thailand, the elected civilian regime E
vulnerable to people’s discontent and, therefore, tends to lose its legitimacy easily.

Niyom Rathamarit. “Still A Long Way To Go After 64 Years”. The Sunday Post
(23 June 1996): 22.
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Vocabulary
coup, coup d’&at

=

regime, civilian

=

regime, dictatorial

=

decade

=

a period of ten years

reformism (n.)

=

the practice or advocacy of reform esp. political
or social reform nld&d : nlGhJ

reformist n., adj.

=

u’nd@l

conservatives

=

ayri7Gua.J

coup attempt

=

nl~wt1l~lbl~~frio~~i;lJ’r~~l~

checks and balances

=

nlmlmbrra,

checks-and-balance system =

nixiaJ+pdlui0

mJfiaJcpxhx-ib?o

=

rp1awFaJ

land reform scandal

=

P;nJBoalari(rranUunl~~~~~~~~

commercial

=

%mbm~ifi~u”,

amending the electoral system=

lJ&hJlhl~J

coalition

government

enterprise

nlxh

abolition of regulations =

anr%mpiitlu

parliamentary

=

c$&-l3

=

nl~n~~910~l~i79niJni5~~~J

interest group

=

ni$wn~xzlu~M”

referendum

=

nlTRJ¶JTmaJ?i

public hearing

=

lhm%llTd

vulnerable (adj.)

=

open to attack or damage

legitimacy

=

political
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candidates

decentralisation

(idn. 4-01)

$Vl~i,.%.$&&!lO

~alamouniungmm
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Directions : Read the passage and answer the following questions.
1. Which incident marked the beginning of Thailand as a democratic country?
a. The June 24, 1932, Revolution.
b. The February 23, 1991, coup d’etat.
c. The October 14, 1973, incident.
d. The Black May 1992, incident.
2. The author stated that the fundamental problem of Thai politics is
a. the parliamentary system
b. the coup d’etat
c. the government that does not truly represent people’s interests
d. the dictatorial regime
3. According to the passage, the military government
a. did not allow checks and balances
b. ignored the people’s demands
c. ran the country in a dictatorial style
d. All are correct
4. The word “corruption” means -.
a. decay
b. inducement by bribery to do wrong
c. morality
d. virtue and integrity
5. Sentence 12 implies that this article was written during- government.
a. Chuan Leekpai’s
b. General Chavalit Yongchaiyudh’s
c. Banharn Silpa-archa’s
d. Anand
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6. Why is Thai politics in crisis?
a. No well-qualified person to run the country’s affairs.
b. No good system to control the politicians.
c. No investment in the commercial enterprises.
d. 1 and 2 are correct.
7. What are suggested solutions?
a. The electoral system amendment.
b. A system of primary elections for presidential candidates.
c. Mass political parties.
d. All are correct.
8. To oversee the people’s interests there should b eL
a. a strong local government system
b. a strong mass party system
c. interest groups and associations
d. All are correct
9. The elected civilian regime easily lost legitimacy because of A
a. the lack of good measures in the elections
b. people’s support through referendum and public hearings
c. insufficient budget to run the government’s affairs
d. All are correct.
10. To lobby is toA
a. try to influence a member of a legislative body towards an action
b. stay in a small entrance hall
c. stay in an anteroom of a legislative chamber where members go to vote
during a sessian.
d. associate with a group of people engaged in lobbying.
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ADDRESS I CHUAN AT WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM

East Asia Will Return as Engine of Growth
Careless lending and reckless borrowing are causing Thailand
great economic pain, but as the address below given by Prime
Minister Chuan Leekpai to delegates at the World

Economic

Forum in Davos, Switzerland, last night makes clear, the Kingdom
is well positioned to stage a dramatic recovery.
I wish to take this opportunity to offer you the perspective of an Asian on
the current economic crisis in the region. I shall not attempt to look too far
into the future but will concentrate mostly on the current situation in Thailand and
East Asia and, more importantly, the direction in which we shall be moving.
The last year has seen East Asia’s reversal of fortune. Not all that
long ago the East Asian economies were so successful and so consistent in their
economic performance that they were regarded by the World Bank as a
“miracle”.
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3

In the space of a few months, however, as the region’s financial crisis
takes hold, a question being asked with ever greater frequency is, has the
success story come to an end?
It is a fact that East Asia’s growth was unrivalled

4

by other regions. East

Asia succeeded because it had - indeed has - strong economic fundamentals.
East Asia has a population of nearly 2 billion, or one person in nearly every

5

three on Earth.

This pool of human resources is young, hard-working and

enterprising. With their rising effective demand and purchasing power, these
people have also made East Asia a growing market for their own as well as the
world’s products.
6

In addition, East Asia has the world’s highest savings rate. Averaging
around 30 percent of GDP, these savings have helped finance the region’s
investments and capacity for further growth.

7

East Asia is well endowed with natural resources. From minerals in the
ground to resources in the sea, East Asia has energy and fuel as well as the
foodstuffs to feed its industries and people.

6

All these factors, combined with outward-looking economic policies,
integration into the global economy and a dynamic private sector have allowed
East Asia to capitalise on its comparative advantage, producing the synergy that
propelled the region’s economies to success.

9

Thailand is no exception.

Furthermore, although never colonised,

Thailand has always been receptive to new ideas and adaptable to change. Our
democratic institutions have evolved for over 65 years and are stable. Our
society of 60 million people is cohesive and united, with one of the freest
presses in the world.
10

Over the past two decades, the Thai economy has been one of the
fastest-growing economies in the world.

Indeed, Thailand is one of the world’s

five and Asia’s only net exporter of food. While we remain the world’s largest
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exporter of rice, natural rubber and tapioca, manufactured products now account
for over 70 percent of our total exports. Our people are more
prosperous and are enjoying a better quality of life, and world investors have
received high returns on investment. Indeed a few years ago, The Economist
magazine predicted that Thailand would become the world’s eighth-largest
economy by the year 2020.
11

In the midst of a regional environment of rapid economic growth, Thailand along
with other East Asian economies liberalised her trade, investment and financial
regimes. The economic potential of Thailand served as a strong magnet that
drew in huge flows of foreign capital. Such flows led to the rapid expansion of
the financial, capital and property markets in Thailand.

12

The resulting wealth effects led to spending and investment that were not
always prudent. There was careless lending and ever more reckless borrowing.
We realised that such a situation could lead to a bubble economy and had to be
rectified speedily. However, mismanagement occurred, especially in using our
reserves in a futile attempt to defend our currency and in using public money to
rescue non-viable finance companies.
In a globalised world, such mismanagement is quickly disciplined by the

13

markets. At the same time, because of the linkages and similar problems in
other economies in the region, the crisis spread rapidly. In just over half a
year, the region’s stock markets and currencies have plummeted. Indeed, since
the beginning of the crisis in July, the Indonesian rupiah has lost over 80 percent
of its value, the Thai baht 52 percent and the Korean won 47 percent.
Given the so-called “contagion effect” and the severity of the problems,

14

the international community cannot afford to be complacent. In this globalised
era, no country can completely avoid being affected by what happens halfway
around the world. International repercussions are inevitable given that East Asia
now accounts for around one-third of the world’s GDP and trade.
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30 percent of US exports go to East Asia, while the figure for the European
Union is almost IO percent.
Major economies must recognise

15

that their conduct of macroeconomic

policies will inevitably have an impact upon other countries as well as the global
economy as a whole.
16

The maintenance of currency stability in China is a critical factor in
sustaining the stability of other currencies in Asia. The effective stimulation of
Japan’s domestic economy will provide an engine for recovery in the region as a
whole. Continued and expanded market access to Europe and North America
will be equally important. These issues should receive prompt attention by the
major industrialised economies, in particular from the G-7 countries, working in
concert with other large economies such as China,

17

If countries in other regions remain aloof or pursue policies that further
deteriorate the situation in Asia, we shall face not only recession on a global
scale but will raise fundamental questions about the value of the economic
liberalisation which we all desire. This would be deeply regrettable.,

18

Liberalisation, I believe, is the right approach, is consistent with changes
that are shaping our world, and is in the common interest of all. Indeed, I am
pleased that President Clinton, in his recent State of the Union address,
recognised

19

these points and underlined the security dimension of the issue.

In the medium and long term, we should think collectively of how we can
strengthen the international financial and monetary system in order to prevent a
similar crisis from arising and spreading in the future. We must be able to cope
with the volatility of capital flows in today’s world. The advent .of the euro will be
another important factor that will have to be taken into account, particularly given
its potential to affect the international payments system.
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Leaders in many regions of the world have come to’ recognise the

20

imperative to act, and initiatives have been taken, such as the Manila Framework
agreed to by the Asia and Pacific deputy finance ministers and endorsed by the
Apec leaders in Vancouver. I am confident that at the Asia-Europe summit in
London this April similar attention will be given to the
financial crisis in Asia, with a view to establishing an early-warning system,
collective surveillance of monetary systems as well as measures to strengthen
the IMF’s
21

capacity to respond to financial crises.

In addition, developed economies must fully recognise the differences in
levels of development and preparedness among developing economies and
should stand ready to provide technology, expertise and experience in order that
all countries can respond effectively to the imperatives of liberalisation and
globalisation.

22

Notwithstanding cooperative endeavours at the regional and international
levels, affected economies must address their own problems by relying on their
own efforts.

They must improve their economic policies and make their

environment more conducive to the strengthening of their economic systems,
both in the short and long term.
23

In Thailand’s case, the government and the IMF have been working
together closely and have agreed upon the need to strengthen our fiscal and
monetary discipline, as well as take tough and decisive actions to restructure our
financial institutions.
This we have already done by closing more than half of our finance

24

companies and we will continue to strengthen our commercial banking system.
We have also been able to meet all the targets set and, in some cases, have
even exceeded them. These reforms, however, entail a painful adjustment
process and in the short term will affect our rate of economic growth.
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25

As these reforms may also have social impacts, the government has
worked with the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank to strengthen our’
existing social safety net that has long relied upon the cushion provided by our
traditional extended family network and the absorption capacity of our rural
agricultural sector.

26

It is also crucial for us to display our firm commitment and determination
to undertake such reforms. Equally importantly, I believe we must also use this
opportunity to push through other economic and social reforms, in addition to
those already addressed under the framework of the IMF.

27

Indeed, the importance of good governance must be recognised.

Disclosure

of information to the public must be carried out efficiently and transparently.
Both the public and private sectors must undertake policies and measures that
are consistent with and support one another. Bureaucratic
reform and the judicial system must be strengthened to make them more
efficient
28

and

effective.

All of the above are indispensable if we are to strengthen our institutions
so that they can cope with global changes.

Everything, from accounting

practices to the supervision and regulation of financial institutions, must be done
according to international standards. Increased competition through liberalisation
must also be allowed to continue.
29

These reforms will only succeed, however, if the people understand their
importance and cooperate. And this is possible only through good governance
on the basis of democratic principles. Governments must be ready and willing to
provide the public with facts. They must also be ready to urge their people to
share part of the pain so as to achieve a better future.

30

Reform,

rejuvenation and recovery will take time to complete.

Confidence-first of all needsto be restored. This is the crux of the problem. But
I see no reason why the countries of East Asia cannot surmount the
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obstacles. Similar reform policies have been pursued in the past to reinforce our
comparative advantages, and to address our deficiencies. The fundamentals
that underpinned our growth are still there.
31

The severity of this economic crisis is unprecedented. It cannot be
resolved overnight. We have to accept reality and work hard, and go through a
painful process of structural adjustment.

32

But as the track record shows, the peoples of East Asia are fast
learners, and we are pragmatic. With determination and perseverance, and with
the support of our friends, we can remake ourselves to meet the challenges of
this fast-changing world.

33

I firmly believe that in not too long a time, East Asia will resume its
place as one of the engines of world growth. We shall endeavour to remain a
strong partner in prosperity into the 21St century for Europe, North America and
other regions of our global community.

Bangkok

Post, (31 January 1998): 11.

Vocabulary
reckless borrowing

delegates
the World Economic Forum ??%I WEF
economic crisis
dramatic
recovery
unrivalled
human resources
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to be enterprising (adj)

GDP

natural resources
outward-looking economic policies

a bubble economy
our reserves
public money
to rescue non-viable finance companies

“contagion effect

.to be complacent
to be affected
international repercussions

to be inevitable
the G-7 countries
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taOusniwunJ~~Um5iuanr~~UUt~MFISi
mdxrn~lun~aJ

rra~w7un~iJIdRJ

lhJ!MlLP[5kt$%

;JtlIJ

MWllTLdaJ

uaJL=inlwmu

IwtCkrmrhu~aI~

nlTun”lu~~nl~n~~~~~riluM~n

remain aloof (adj)

= stay distant in sympatay and interest,
etc; reserved and cool LflnLW

deteriorate (V +, Vi)

= ~ilvhm~,

~~a~hm,

recession

= nix-mnau

economic liberalisation

= nl5tihtAn7JmWysiiO

the volatility of capital flows

=

dam00

~?lU~a~~,,,aJnl~~,,l-;ulbsIoJ
LPJMrp

to be taken into account

= b%m7x%aiml

surveillance

= niT~7y?u,ni5~5?aasilvio~2u~er~i

collective surveillance of monetary

= i?u~uwo&l~aJRinuy~LLBT=yyni5~~jU
bZX%J’?ilJ 7

systems
expertise

= mlaJL~u7al~

the imperatives of liberalisation and globalisation
= nir~~cill~tba~lanqR~~niA?‘mPa”
cooperative endeavours

= mlah~~ahmiTJtpi

to strengthen our fiscal and

= aiiJr~~~^?PruniJni5~~~~~~~ni~~~J

monetary discipline
to restructure our financial institutions

= Il~~bnsJ~~lJ~~:PrEl~nln?Pbnl~~~

the reform

= nidfj-$ (nisria.3,

wm~iiab~n:G~‘sna~)

nld%Jd~J

social impacts

= tiJwan3rnllnlJ;JmsJ

governance

= %nidnnaaJ

good governance

= niT1J’Tt9iT~~niT~d~~~~n~ni~

bureaucratic reform

= df&hm5imi5
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judicial system
efficient
effective
rejuvenation (n.)
recovery
to be restored
the crux of the problem

surmount the obstacles
the severity of this exonomic

crisis is

unprecedented

we are pragmatic (adj.)

= skilled in business, practical,
concerned with actual practice

determination and perseverance
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= ~aia~uihni

mnu

kwpm::
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I. Directions: Read the Prime Minister’s address at the World Economic Forum and
answer the questions.
1. (P. 1 )

The Prime Minister would like to emphasize-.
a. the current economic crisis in Thailand
b. the economic crisis in East Asia
c. the economic growth in the Southeast Asian region
d. 1 and 2 are correct.

2. (P. 2)

East Asia used to -.
a. have strong economic fundamentais
b. be regarded as an economically successful region
c. be economically unrivalled by other regions
d. All are correct.

3 . (P. 2)

They were regarded by the world Bank as a “miracie”.
a. East Asia.
b. The East Asian economies.
c. Thailand’s economy.
d. The World Bank.

4 . (P. 5)

What are East Asia’s strong-points?
a. l/3 of the world’s human resources.
b. The world’s highest saving rate.
c. Natural resources.
d. A. are correct.

5. (P. 9-13)

What was/were the cause(s) of Thailand’s economic crisis?
a. Demand and purchasing power.
b. Financial mismanagement.
c. Non-viable finance companies.
d. The stock market.
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6. (P.14)

What is “contagion effect”?
a. A dangerous disease called “Tom Yum Kung”.
b. A bad influence that tends to spread.
c. imitated customs.
d. Uncontrollable corruption.

7. (P. 14-17) In this globalised era, no countries can completely avoid being affected
by what happens halfway around the world.
a. Stock markets.
b. Rapid expansion of foreign capital.
c. Severe economic crisis.
d. Economic liberalisation.
8. What will provide an engine for recovery in the East Asian region?
a. The maintenance of currency stability in China.
b. The effective stimulation of Japan’s economy.
c. Market access expansion to Europe and North America.
d. All are correct.
9. (P. 18)

According to the Prime Minister’s address, President Clinton-.
a. remained impartial and stayed aloof
b. recognised

Asian’s economic crisis

c. promised to help strengthen Asian economies
d. disregarded the issue of the financial crisis in Asia
10. (P. 19-26) The Prime Minister makes clear that-.
a. cooperative endeavours at the regional and international levels are
not sought after
b. the United States should be responsible for the economic crisis
c. the affected economies must also rely on their own efforts to reform
their economic policies and disciplines
d. the government takes good care of the reforms without any social
impacts
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11. (P. 27-32) The reforms call for-.

12. (P. 33)

a. good govermance

b. people’s cooperation

c. democratic principles

d. All are correct

East Asia will resume its place as one of the engines of world growth.
a. Become.

b. Return.

c. Remain.

d. Replace.

II. Directions: Study the model and answer the questions. Scan the model for the key
words (13-18) and match them with the category (a-e) they belong to.
Chapter 1
Theoretical Approaches to
International Relations
James E. Dougherly and Robert L. Pfaltzgraft,

Jr. Contending Theories of International

Relations: A Comprehensive Survey, 2”d ed. (New York: Harper and Row,
1981)
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Key words

category

answers

13. Utopian

(

1

a. Basic concepts

14. Bipolarity v.

(

1

b. Approaches

15. The global system

(

)

c. Ideologies

16. Politics/law

(

)

d. Contributing Academic

multipolarity ~

Disciplines
17. Masses and elites

(

)

18. Socialism

(

1

e. Levels of Analyses :
Actors

Directions : Read the text and answer the questions.

Politics Without Sovereignty

(1)

International politics is quite a bit different from the domestic politics we
have been studying. Domestic politics generally occurs within a sovereign
entity-what we call a state or nation-whereas international politics occurs
among such entities. Sovereignty means being boss on your o&n turf, the last
legal word within a country. The concept grew up in the sixteenth century, when
absolutist monarchs were strengthening their positions and sought legal
justification for it. Sovereignty is the dominant force within a country. Criminals,
rebels, and breakaway elements are, in theory, controlled or crushed by the
sovereign, who now, of course, is no longer a king or queen
but the national government. Sovereignty also means that foreign powers have
no business intruding into your country’s affairs; their reach-again in theorystops at your borders.
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So much for theory. In practice, nothing is so clear-cut. Just because a

(2)

nation is legally sovereign does not necessarily mean it really controls its own
turf. Witness poor Lebanon: its territory occupied by outside forces (Syria,
Israel, and several Arab or Islamic organizations), its weak government propped
up by friendly forces (the United States, France, and Italy), unable to stop the
violence among its several politico-religious private armies. At the same time,
there was much more peace and order among the sovereign states of Europe
who formed the Common Market. They had agreed to settle their economic
differences by negotiating and politicking at the Common Market headquarters in
Brussels.
This important difference between domestic and international politics

(3)

sometimes exasperates skilled practitioners of one when they enter the realm of
the other. President Johnson was a master of domestic politics; whatever he
wanted from Congress he got. But he couldn’t make skinny little Ho Chi Minh
back down, for Ho was boss on his own turf. What worked domestically foir
Johnson-deals, threats, persuasion-flopped internationally.

Some have

suggested that it was Nixon’s use of the “dirty tricks” of international politics in
domestic politics that brought about the Watergate scandal and his downfall.
Nixon was indeed a clever statesman; he simultaneously improved ties with the
Soviet Union and China. But his deviousness and penchant for secrecy served
him ill in dealing with a delicate domestic problem. International politics is not
just domestic politics on a grander scale. Without a world sovereignty to
establish rules and authority, international politics is wilder and more complex.
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, POLITICS AS POWER
(4)

Lacking the sovereignty that prevails in most domestic situations,
international relations depend a lot on power. The late, great Hans
Morgenthau held that power is the basic element of international politics and
that idealists ignore it at their peril.

(5)

Without sufficient power, a country cannot survive, let alone prevail, in a
tumultuous world. One should bear in mind that power is not the same as force.
Force is the specific application of military might; power is a country’s more
general ability to get its way. Power includes military, economic, political, and
psychological factors. Power is tricky to calculate. Whole departments of the
CIA spend millions trying to figure out how much power various countries have.
Some elements of power-such as a country’s geography, natural resources,
population, and economy-are tangible or calculable.

Some of the most

important factors, however-such as a country’s miiitary capability, the quality of
its political system, and its psychological determination-cannot be learned until
it is involved in a war. The war then provides-at a terrible price--the answer
about which side has more power.

M.G. Roskin et al., Political Science. 381-382.

Politics Without Sovereignty:
19. What is the main idea of paragraph (I)?

20. What is domestic politics?

21. What is international politics?
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22. What is sovereignty?

23. What is the main idea of paragraph (2)?

24. What is the topic Sentence of paragraph (3)?

Politics as Power:
25. What is the topic sentence of paragraph(4)?

26. What is power?

27. What is force?

28. What is Margenthau’s definition of politics?

29. Where is this reference found?
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